What does anyone know
WHERE I WISH I COULD BE RIGHT NOW
INSTEAD OF MIDDLE-OF-NO-WHERE
WISCONSIN, I MISS THE SUN.
I'm finding it hard to hold anything right now, is anyone else?
I'm feeling stuck, too.
spirituality as current saving grace

i don't really even know what is but im finding it entertaining enough to include

pure absurdity at its finest
white light up, green light down
SLOWLY GROWING
AND UNDERSTANDING.
EVERYTHING LOOKS DIFFERENT
WHEN YOU'RE GROUNDED.
I think I might be running out of things I wanna say.

is that good or bad?

When the moon hits your eye like a Big Pizza Pie that's amore.

Wrong city or wrong song.

haha it's a sun not a moon too.
toasting to the hope that this will all be over eventually

its okay don't worry, it will all be okay in due time
I made a new playlist - who's excited? Me!

TIKTOK ON THE CLOCK BUT THE PARTY DON'T STOP - NO